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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Dakota was very helpful and there were no high pressure sales. It was a
great experience, and we love our new truck! Great Experience buying a car! Priced great no
pressure or stress I highly recommend them to anyone buying a car!! Purchased my Audi S5
from this amazing dealership!! Great numbers and awesome service. Thanks to everyone there
for welcoming me to the National Motors Family!! Very very bad 2 day after the engine it's not
good I call them and then say one of the owners don't call me don't bother me take me to the
courts Don't believe this company. Horrible, all types of tricks. You can't buy the car unless you
finance with them. All types of shenanigans. Would not let me test drive vehicle without
qualifying for their financing. Told them I am not financing through the dealership. They
responded they only do in-house financing. More than likely to give you a terrible rate so they
can split the difference on what you actually qualify for and line their pockets with it. Bad
experience just on a phone call. I would stay far away from this dealer. I called them 3 times and
spoke to 3 different people and asked if I could come done and look at the car and get a
estimate on my car and they said yes. I drive 3 and a half hours to get there and 10 minutes later
they tell me they can do anything. The dealership was very helpful with questions I had and also
getting me information about the financing prices. I received and email initially from Leah, once
I showed interest through the app. She advised Jeff would be handling my experience and how
can he be in contact. My days can get hectic, so email is easier for me than getting random
phone calls and he was respectful and responsive to that. Provided me with great service and I
would definitely recommend dealing with him and the dealership in the future! The agent is very
nice and very accomodating. He got good qualities of being a good salesman. The car got sold
before we had a chance to see it. This Dealer is wonderful. I have seen alot of cars and gone to
several dealerships.. Customer service is excellent. Very organized and straight to the point. I
really, really appreciated the service. What the dealer tells you is what you get. He really takes
time to listen to the customer. To make even better, he has a system which compares different
interest rates. If this is not the place, nowhere else. Not only is that a horrible offer it preys upon
people who have no knowledge about financing. Terrible experience. Advertised price at 18,
then salesman said they listed it to low and the new price they changed it to 20,! Who does this!
Dealer called me to tell me the car was sold so they saved me the drive to their site, that was
nice of them. All went smoothly. For test drive to paper work, I could not have been more
pleased. I would recommend the company for used car needs and although I did not use this
function, leasing capabilities as well. Prompt follow up and great help on getting all information
needed on vehicle including additional pictures requested. Awesome people, no pressure. Took
his time to explain the truck, good price but I dragged my feet and it was sold next day. My fault.
Would definitely recommend them and would go back. They responded to all communications
thru car gurus. Was curious about this model and they replied to me very quickly it doesn't have
exactly what I need but they will keep me on the list if one comes in. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you

with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. The 5 Series BMW is by far the best all around value in this segment. I
especially liked the i since it is the only year for the 5 series to have the inline 6 N52N and an 8
speed ZF transmission. This combination is awesome highway gas mileage d Read more.
Smooth, good looking, quiet, plenty of power and handles well in the Sport setting. The Lexus
GS had a front end design that I could not live with. The Mercedes E was expensive. Not much
out there with the blend of features that a Mi, or M5 has. I would consider the Audi equivalent, or
maybe a Japanese equivalent. Not a big fan of Mercedes either. Definitely not anything
American made. BMW is a bit pricey, so I might have to back up a couple years to get in in my
budget. Why Use CarGurus? The BMW 5 Series is a comfortable, technologically advanced
midsize luxury sedan with a very appealing set of skills. The BMW 5 Series marks the fifth year
of a somewhat controversial experiment. Before the current 5 Series debuted for , BMW 's
midsize sedan was the benchmark for handling precision and driving satisfaction. But was that
what customers really wanted? The company's product planners weren't convinced. So they
tried a different tack this time, substituting size and comfort for cutting-edge athleticism -- and
polarizing public opinion in the process. Those who prophesied doom for the softer, friendlier 5
Series have, of course, been proven wrong, as the 5 Series continues to be a top draw for
numerous reasons. You'll find a lot to like under the hood, from the i's overachieving
turbocharged four-cylinder engine to the i's awesome twin-turbo V8 -- and don't forget about the
i's accomplished turbocharged inline-6 and the d's ultra-efficient six-cylinder diesel. Meanwhile,
the cabin is an expert show of restrained, finely wrought luxury, with an appealing array of
up-to-date technology offerings. Really, the only thing missing is the rewarding handling of
yore, but for many shoppers, the 5 Series' space and comfort will be more than adequate
compensation. Should you desire more sport in your sport sedan, a number of competitors
have stepped up to fill the void. The Audi A6 feels notably lighter on its feet and competes well
in the powertrain department, too. For a traditional luxury experience, the Mercedes-Benz
E-Class beckons, while the Jaguar XF holds dark-horse appeal, making up for its dated interior
with spirited performance and a distinctive character. But the 5 Series remains an excellent
all-around luxury sedan, and that's why it's still at the head of this hotly contested class. The
BMW 5 Series is a midsize luxury sedan available in four main trim levels that correspond to
engine choice: i, i, d and i. Rear-wheel drive is standard, with "xDrive" all-wheel drive optional
across the board. The ActiveHybrid 5 and high-performance M5 models are reviewed separately.
The base i starts with the four-cylinder engine, inch wheels, adjustable drive settings for
steering, throttle and automatic transmission response , adaptive xenon headlights with LED
accent lights, LED foglights, adaptive brake lights, automatic wipers, heated mirrors, a sunroof,
cruise control and auto-dimming mirrors. Inside there's dual-zone automatic climate control,
dark wood trim, ambient lighting, way power front seats with four-way power lumbar , driver
memory functions, split-folding rear seats, leatherette premium vinyl upholstery and a power
tilt-and-telescoping leather-wrapped steering wheel. Technology features include BMW Assist
emergency communications, the iDrive electronics interface with a The i adds a six-cylinder
engine, inch wheels and leather upholstery, but is otherwise similarly equipped. The i upgrades
to a V8 engine, a hands-free power trunk lid opening or closing automatically when you pass
your foot under the rear bumper , keyless entry and ignition, a sport version of the automatic
transmission with steering-wheel-mounted shift paddles, front and rear parking sensors, a
rearview camera and way multicontour power front seats with four-way power lumbar. Engines
aside, the standard features on the higher trims can be added to lower trims as options.
Notably, the Premium package i, i and d includes the hands-free power trunk lid, keyless entry
and ignition, satellite radio and for the i leather upholstery. The i offers the Executive package,
which adds soft-closing doors, ceramic-trimmed interior controls, a leather dashboard, a
head-up display, an upgraded instrument cluster display and a speaker Harman Kardon audio
system with satellite radio. Most of the Executive package's contents can be added as
individual options to lesser trims. The Luxury Line includes inch i or inch wheels, upgraded
leather upholstery and anthracite wood trim. The M Sport includes staggered-width inch i or
inch wheels, "shadowline" dark exterior trim instead of the default chrome accents , an
aerodynamic body kit, aluminum interior trim, a dark headliner and an M steering wheel. The
Individual Composition package not available on i provides some of the same cosmetic

upgrades as the M Sport package, adding different wheels and a faux-suede headliner. Available
across the board, the Cold Weather package provides retractable headlight washers, heated
front and rear seats and a heated steering wheel, while the Lighting package features full LED
adaptive headlights with automatic high-beam control. The Driver Assistance Plus package sets
you up with a blind-spot warning system, a lane-departure warning system, side and top-view
parking cameras and a forward collision mitigation system. The Dynamic Handling package,
available on all models except the i, includes adaptive suspension dampers with adjustable
settings and active stabilizer bars. The BMW i is powered by a turbocharged 2. An eight-speed
automatic transmission is standard, and an automatic stop-start function shuts down the
engine when the car stops in order to save fuel. In Edmunds performance testing, a i went from
zero to 60 mph in 6. The i steps up to a turbocharged 3. Power is sent to the wheels through an
eight-speed automatic transmission and automatic stop-start is standard. In Edmunds
performance testing, a rear-drive i with the automatic went from zero to 60 mph in 5. The d
features a turbocharged 3. The eight-speed automatic and automatic stop-start are standard. In
Edmunds performance testing, a rear-drive d went from zero to 60 mph in just 5. Finally, the i
boasts a twin-turbocharged 4. A sport version of the eight-speed automatic transmission is
standard it's optional on the other trims , as is auto stop-start. Standard safety equipment for
the BMW 5 Series includes stability and traction control, antilock disc brakes, front-seat side
airbags, side curtain airbags and active front head restraints. The braking system also
periodically wipes the brake rotors dry in wet conditions and automatically snugs the brake
pads to the rotors in preparation when you abruptly lift off the throttle. Moreover, the standard
adaptive brake lights warn traffic behind you by getting brighter when you apply more brake
force. Also standard is the BMW Assist emergency communications system, which includes
automatic crash notification, an SOS button, remote door unlock and stolen vehicle recovery.
Parking sensors and a rearview camera are standard on the i and optional on other models via
the Driver Assistance package which also includes the head-up display and upgraded
instrument cluster. A deluxe side and top-view parking camera system is available via the Driver
Assistance Plus package, which additionally provides a blind-spot warning system, a
lane-departure warning system and a forward collision mitigation system with automatic
braking. Finally, the optional night vision system can identify potential hazards including
pedestrians that are out of regular headlight range. In Edmunds brake testing, various 5 Series
models with optional summer run-flat tires came to a stop from 60 mph in distances ranging
from feet. Those are very good numbers, but they're pretty typical for sport sedans wearing
summer tires. Most 5 Series models are equipped with all-season run-flat tires and will have
slightly longer braking distances as a result. In government crash testing, the 5 Series earned
an overall rating of five out of five stars , with a four-star rating for frontal impacts and a
five-star rating for side impacts. In the small-overlap frontal-offset test however, the 5 Series
received the second-lowest rating of "Marginal". The i's turbo-4 punches well above its weight,
and the six-cylinder i is a paradigm of smoothness. But the pick of the litter may well be the
diesel-powered d, which is as fleet as the i and serves up 25 percent better fuel economy to
boot. If you don't mind filling up more frequently, the hp i throws down rocket-ship acceleration
that's forceful enough to make an M5 fan think twice. Less appealing is the vibration you get
when the auto stop-start system fires the engines back up from rest. Other automakers seemed
to have figured out how to make their systems smoother. We also don't like how the 5 Series
never feels as nimble or precise as we'd like when going around turns, even with all the settings
at their sportiest. The steering also lacks the precision for which it used to be renowned. So
that's the bad news. The good news is that the 5 Series is blessed with a smooth, absorbent
ride quality. If a luxurious day-to-day experience is more important to you than maximum
performance, you're going to like how the 5 Series operates. The 5 Series cabin is attractive and
trimmed with consistently high-quality materials, though it's not flashy. Elegant restraint is the
name of the game here, and it's a game that BMW has played to perfection for decades. The
instrument panel is a clear connection to the company's past with its classic twin analog
gauges. Another heritage touch is the dashboard's understated center stack the portion that
includes the climate and audio controls , which cants toward the driver for a sportier, more
intimate feel. The central nervous system of every 5 Series is the iDrive interface , consisting of
a high-resolution The current version includes a touchpad on top of the controller that accepts
"handwritten" finger inputs. It's pretty user-friendly, but some rival systems seem to require
fewer presses or twirls of their controllers to get what you want. The base front seats are
comfortable in their own right, but the available way multicontour seats just might be the best in
the business, providing an incredible range of adjustments and sublime support for all driving
scenarios. Rear outboard passengers will find satisfactory space in all directions, even if they're
6-footers, and the rear seats themselves are thoughtfully contoured and padded. Trunk space is

relatively limited, however, measuring 14 cubic feet. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the 5 Series. View Photos. Write a review See all 3 reviews. I pulled into a
parking garage today to hear the attendant comment "that's one sweet ride", enough said! The
m sport suspension puts the BMW back into this and the hp engine does not get any sweeter
unless you're ready for the uncompromising m5 and the extra costs as well the exterior with the
m sport lines, 19 inch wheels and blacked out grille accentuate this sedan perfectly and the high
tech interior is right on the money, multi contour seats just don't get any better and the heads
up driver display is cutting edge. I have owned a mercedes e55 audi s4 and m3 and this vehicle
tops the list. Read more. Read less. Bought the car one year ago. Was shocked at what I paid for
it, but awed by how wonderful the car is. We had test driven an A6 and a GS I didn't need a high
priced road grader to take it back off We found the GS with AWD drove like you would expect a
truck to feel. We were not impressed by the Audi dealers around us within 60 mi There is more
road noise in the i than we had with the Buick Lacrosse we owned, probably because of the run
flat tires. I would rather have radials and a spare. BMW really needs to add remote start to its
vehicles! Otherwise, I think the car is fantastic. Would do it again but without the run flat tires.
The day BMW announced that remote start was available for this car I was all over it. Had it
installed at the dealer. The engineers at BMW need a reality check. If the parking brake isn't set
or the wiper fluid is low it will not remote start. So, one day when it is well below freezing I want
to be in Germany to hose down their cars like freezing rain in the US. Lets see how many of
them remembered to set the parking brake and keep all the fluids topped up. I still don't like the
run flat tires. Still think it was the best choice from among the luxury sedans for my purpose.
Runs great, no problems. Otherwise the car still performs great and remains in my opinion the
best of the luxury sedans. Just get radials and a spare. I have had seven BMWs ranging from a
classic 3. Cars in between included a 95' is, 95 M3, another 95' is, i and my i that i have driven
every day for the last 15 years. The Twin-Turbo i is an incredible engine, and delivers true
enjoyment overtime I get into the car. The performance is amazing. The attention to detail is
incredible. I have not looked at a new car in 15 years, and this is by far the best I have had the
pleasure of enjoying. BMW performance, luxury appointments and the bonus of incredible gas
mileage for a car this size is a bonus no matter how you look at it. The only drawback to the 5
Series in general is the back seat is uncomfortable for any trip of over an hour. We had
considered taking this wonderful car to an out of state wedding with passengers, and ended up
renting an alternate vehicle for our mile trip. Write a review. Ho-hum handling relatively small
trunk intrusive auto stop-start system. Vehicle overview. The d is equipped exactly like the i,
only with a diesel-powered six-cylinder engine. A sport steering wheel is now standard on all
models, as are LED foglights. Minor changes in optional equipment include an enhanced
Executive package now with a leather dashboard and the removal of the Modern Line package.
Sign Up. We have the largest selection of quality used vehicles and can deliver any Coughlin
used vehicle to your closest Coughlin location. Call, text or email us for more details! While we
make every effort to ensure the data listed here is correct, there may be instances where some
of the factory rebates, incentives, options or vehicle features may be listed incorrectly as we get
data from multiple data sources. Dealer cannot be held liable for data that is listed incorrectly.
We Are Open! Get Sale Price. Body Style 4D Sedan. Engine 6 Cyl - 3 L. Vehicle Description
Please Call for addtional Information Source: KBB. Source: Edmunds Please call or e-mail first
for the best and quickest information. Visit While we make every effort to prevent pricing errors,
key stroke and human errors do occur. Please contact dealer for details. Features Options
Specs Warranty. We turn our inventory daily, please check with the dealer to confirm vehicle
availability. Color: Stock : VIN:. Term: 12 months 24 months 36 months 48 months 60 months 72
months 84 months. Monthly Payment:. Your Purchasing Power:. Your Friend's Information:
Name:. Send me a copy. I also wish to be contacted by the dealer about this vehicle. First
Name:. Last Name:. Terms: The recipient of this text message may incur charges depending on
their wireless carrier. Find parts and accessories , add or update your vehicle details, and
interact with other owners when you add this vehicle to Your Garage. Otherwise, the 5-Series
sedans offer more comfortable, refined cabins than other sport sedans, and the 5-Series Gran
Turismo body style is a good pick for those who want a little more cargo flexibility. The M5
performance sedan remains one of the best-handling and best-performing 4-doors on the
market at any price. Model overview: The BMW 5-Series is available as the 4-cylinder i,
6-cylinder i, or V8 i, and all are offered with rear-wheel drive standard or optional xDrive
all-wheel drive. The 3. The 4. The M5 gets a high-output version of the 4. In this trim, it makes
horsepower and lb-feet of torque. Additionally, a system called Integral Active Steering is
available and gives the 5-Series sedan a more nimble feel by steering -- slightly -- with the rear
wheels. While BMW claims 36 mpg from the d, those looking for even greener performance will
want to look at the ActiveHybrid5, which pairs the horsepower turbocharged 6-cylinder engine

with a horsepower electric-motor system and 1. In other words, it's just as quick as the i, only
more fuel-efficient. The 5-Series lineup includes great seats in all variants; in front they're
widely adjustable and especially good for taller drivers. BMW's iDrive screen-driven interface
comes in all 5-Series models and it's been improved in recent years with more intuitive,
streamlined menus and controls. BMW's 5-Series models have traditionally touted some of the
most advanced safety-technology features in the business, and in this respect the latest models
don't at all disappoint. Options on the lineup include active cruise control, a night vision
system, a head-up display, a parking assistant and Driver Assistance packages bring lane
departure warning with collision mitigation plus active blind-spot detection and multiple camera
views. Either through the Sport Package or through the M Sport Package, sport suspension is
available as well as larger wheels, an M Sport steering wheel and an aero kit. The M5 offers an
optional Competition Package aimed to improve the already impressive performance. It adds
high-performance exhaust, 15 more horsepower output, stronger suspension tuning and unique
inch wheels. All 5-Series models include dual-zone climate control, rain-sensing wipers, power
heated mirrors, xenon adaptive headlamps, dynamic cruise control, navigation and other extras.
All but the base i get a few additional upgrades, to Dakota leather plus power multi-contour
front seats, a rear-view camera and park distance control. The 5-Series Gran Turismo is a
unique body style that is part wagon and part hatchback, with a somewhat taller seating
position more like that of a utility vehicle. Back-seat space in the Gran Turismo is superior to
that in the 5-Series sedan, with a better view outward and a unique two-piece tailgate. Folding
rear seats add more cargo versatility and convenience. Data Unavailable Front Leg Room in.
Data Unavailable Second Leg Room in. Data Unavailable Third Hip Room in. Data Unavailable
Third Leg Room in. Data Unavailable Third Shoulder Room in. The affected vehicles have an
inboard lower anchor for child restraints on the left rear seat that may have been bent
downwards, preventing the child seat from fully engaging both lower anchors. Remedy BMW
will notify owners, and dealers will inspect and, if necessary, repair the inboard lower anchor on
the left rear seat, free of charge. The recall began on December 28, Owners may contact BMW
customer service at The vehicle-sensitive locking mechanism of the seat belt Emergency
Locking Retractor ELR for the driver's seat may not lock as designed. Remedy BMW will notify
owners, and dealers will replace the driver's seat belt assembly, free of charge. The recall began
July 3, The affected vehicles have seat- mounted side air bag inflator initiators that may fail to
ignite during a crash. Remedy BMW will notify owners, and dealers will replace the air bag
modules, free of charge. The recall began February 6, Remedy MBUSA will notify owners, and
dealers will add sufficient grounding to the steering components, free of charge. The recall
began in December 6, If the EGR cooler leaks internally, the coolant can mix with diesel engine
soot. The high EGR temperatures may result in these particles possibly smoldering and melting
the intake manifold. If a leak has already occurred, the engine intake manifold will also be
replaced. These repairs will be made free of charge. The recall began May 13, Remedy MBUSA
will notify owners, and dealers will replace the passenger frontal air bag module, free of charge.
The recall began March 29, MBUSA is recalling certain vehicles due to a software fault that may
cause the date and time for the emergency call system eCall to differ from the actual date and
time, potentially relaying an inaccurate vehicle location. MBUSA will also notify owners, and
dealers will check software for a successful OTA or update the communication module software
as needed, free of charge. The recall began December 23, MBUSA's number for this recall is The
study is based on more than 90 vehicle attributes in 10 categories, from exterior, to seats, to
heating and ventilation in over 20 vehicle segments. The study includes specific problem
symptoms grouped into eight major categories in over 20 vehicle segments. JD Power and
Associates is a global marketing information services firm that conducts surveys of customer
satisfaction, product quality and buyer behavior for industries ranging from cars to marketing
and advertising firms. BMW's superb craftsmanship comes to life in the sophisticated interior.
Optional way multi-contour seats ensure outstanding comfort, while other premium selections
like lush Nappa Leather upholstery and contrast stitching bring a refined style to the elegant
cabin. There's more power in your touch with the iDrive touchpad controller. Highly intuitive to
use, it lets you enter a destination or dial a phone number by simply writing it with your finger.
And now, a next-generation Navigation system is standard, along with a newly enhanced,
high-definition Active Blind Spot Detection alerts you when a vehicle appears in your blind spot.
Warning signals blink on the appropriate side-view mirror and the steering wheel vibrates to
help you avoid dangerous situations. Active Cruise Control with Stop and Go uses radars to
maintain a safe distance between you and the vehicle ahead. If you're in danger of a collision,
you'll receive a visual alert and the Brake Activation function will engage the brakes
automatically. With an aerodynamically refined shape and renowned BMW suspension systems
crafted from aluminum, its performance promises to dazzle over every mile. Driving Dynamics

Control lets you fine-tune every aspect of your ride at the push of a button. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. There was a
problem completing your request. Please try again later. Skip to main content. Space Gray
Metallic shown. Dealer Suggested Retail. Private Party Value. Enable Javascript to select
another vehicle. Trim: i i. Color: Alpine White. Own This Model? Add To Your Garage. View Your
Garage This model has been added to your garage. Failed to save vehicle to Your Garage,
please refresh the page and try again. See your vehicle in Your Garage Shop parts and
accessories Interact with other owners View and update vehicle info. Close this window View
Garage. The size class for cars is determined by the interior passenger and cargo volumes. The
size class for trucks is defined by the gross vehicle weight rating GVWR , which is the weight of
the vehicle and its carrying capacity. EPA estimates for fuel efficiency measured on a
mile-per-gallon basis are based on laboratory tests conducted by manufacturers according to
federal regulations. This is typically measured in liters 3. I-4 and V-6 refer to the configuration
and number of cylinders. The transmission adapts the output of the engine to the drive wheels.
Common configurations include front-wheel drive, rear-wheel drive, four-wheel drive and
all-wheel drive. The number of people the car will hold. A unit to measure the power of engines.
One star is the lowest rating; five stars is the highest. More stars equal safer cars. No info
means this data may exist but was not provided. Error loading details for this Vehicle, please try
again later. In , "Dodge Ram" was rebranded as "Ram". To add Ram trucks for and beyond:
Select the vehicle year. Select Ram in the Make menu. In , "Hyundai Genesis" was rebranded as
"Genesis". To add Genesis vehicles for and beyond: Select the vehicle year Select Genesis in
the Make menu. In , Jeep offers two different versions of the Wrangler. The all-new model is
known simply as the "Wrangler". However, the "Wrangler JK", based on the
previous-generation vehicle, continues to be sold alongside it. Year: Select Year Error loading
the selected Year, Make, Model. Cancel Compare. About This Vehicle. Model strengths:
Eco-conscious performance; responsive handling; refined, luxurious interior; active-safety
features; leading-edge tech options; supercar-level performance from the M5 Model changes:
Ahead of a redesign, the BWM 5-Series hits with only a few changes. Among them, the i adds a
Harman Kardon stereo, satellite radio, and power trunk lid to its standard features list. All
5-Series models feature enhanced USB and Bluetooth, with mobile office capabilities texts,
email, calendar, tasks and voice memos , and sync for a second phone. Model value: The BMW
5-Series stands out as a traditional luxury sport sedan that not only offers strong,
uncompromised performance but also some leading-edge safety and connectivity technology. A
diesel model, the d, offers yet another fuel-saving powertrain option. From the manufacturer.
Please try your search again later. Typical questions asked about products:. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. I
love my BMW. I enjoy driving it, and all of the electronic driver assists in it. The sound system is
flawless as is the fit and finish of all of the interior features. This is my fourth BMW and will not
be my last. I love this car. The turbo 6 is fun drive, but also get decent gas mileage for power it
has, a nice combination. Love it, replaced DRL bulbs. Images in this review. Love my i. Bought it
over the i because the inline 6 is an amazing engine. Its a car. See all reviews. Color shown:
Space Gray Metallic. Drag vehicle to Spin. Photos Interactive Previous page. Next page. There's
a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Transmission The transmission adapts the output of the engine to the
drive wheels. Seating The number of people the car will hold. Horsepower A unit to measure the
power of engines. Customer Ratings. Passenger Capacity. Straight 6 Cylinder Engine. V6
Cylinder Engine. Gasoline Fuel. Safety Rating. Not Rated. Battery Range. Data Unavailable.
Want to compare a different vehicle? Change Vehicle. Rear Wheel Drive. Power Steering
Adjustable Steering Wheel. Aluminum Wheels. EPA Classification. Mid-Size Cars. Fuel Tank
Capacity. Number of Passenger Doors. Battery Range mi. Steering Type. Intercooled Turbo
Premium Unleaded I Gasoline Direct Injection. Trans Description Cont. Suspension Type - Front.
Suspension Type - Front Cont. Double Wishbone. Suspension Type - Rear. Suspension Type Rear Cont. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps. Brake ABS System. Disc - Front Yes or No. Disc
- Rear Yes or No. Min Ground Clearance in. Rear Door Type. Wheelbase in. Body Length Default
Value ft. Front Bolt Pattern. Front Tire Size. Front Wheel Description Cont. Rear Bolt Pattern.
Rear Tire Size. Rear Wheel Description Cont. Spare Bolt Pattern. Spare Tire Size. Front Head
Room in. Front Hip Room in. Front Leg Room in. Front Shoulder Room in. Second Head Room

in. Second Hip Room in. Second Leg Room in. Second Shoulder Room in. Third Head Room in.
Third Hip Room in. Third Leg Room in. Third Shoulder Room in. Overall Rating. Overall Frontal
Crash Barrier Rating. Overall Side Crash Rating. Side Barrier Rating. Risk of Rollover. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Its most direct ancestor was the sedan. And while the earned accolades for both
performance and accommodations, the 5 Series surpassed it in every measurable way. Some
automotive pundits would say that it's the finest range of sports sedans in the history of things
automotive. While those accolades are lofty, the 5 Series is certainly a landmark for both BMW
and the entire automotive world. The first 5 Series car, the , was introduced to Europe in With a
mere horsepower on tap, it was underpowered even by home-market standards. It was
obviously not well suited to the U. But it was a solidly built automobile, and its styling was a
departure from the somewhat clipped and conservative look that had characterized previous
BMW sedans. In the i introduced the new series to the American market. With a six-cylinder
engine that delivered horsepower, it was more than competitive with the emission-gear-gagged
V-8 powerplants of mids U. Its independent suspension and Getrag 4-speed manual gearbox
made it excellent for spirited driving. Over the years, the 5 Series advanced in both performance
and prestige. A horsepower M version entertained European drivers in , and while it never made
it to the U. The second version of the 5 Series platform featured a refined suspension system,
and the i, which landed in America with horsepower, took advantage of it. The M5 came to
America in the final year of the second-generation in and earned fame as one of the fastest
street-legal sedans in America. The third-generation introduced a multilink rear suspension that
further advanced the car's roadworthiness, and a pavement-toasting M5 arrived in In the years
since, the 5 Series has continued to evolve, while setting benchmarks for mid-sized sports
sedans. The latest generation, the fifth overall, offers fresh styling and a plethora of advanced
technology, including electronic stability enhancement, steering ratios that vary with vehicle
speed, parking-assist technology, and a state-of-the-art sound system. Both the new sheetmetal
and the technology represent a rather large leap for a series that had evolved gradually, but the
future beckons and BMW is striving to remain at the front of the automotive pack. Close this
There's a problem loading this menu right now. BMW i. Some automotive pundits would say that
it's the finest range of sports sedans in the history of Read more. Close this. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
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Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
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expanding the list results below. From the design of the kidney grille to the sporty front bumper
available with the optional M Sport Package, the 5 Sedan exudes energy and attitude from every
angle. The innovative BMW e Sedan is enhanced by the available M Sport Package, complete
with rear diffuser and dual freeform exhaust. Enhance the efficiency of your e Sedan with
consistent charging, while enjoying the convenience of multiple charging options. Feel the
spaciousness of the luxurious, well-appointed interior of the Mi xDrive, with standard
Multi-contour seats and available Nappa Leather upholstery. Every detail matters, down to
high-gloss black adorning the control panel. All your controls are in one place â€” from the
iDrive touchpad to gear shifter and adjustable drive mode buttons. Enjoy a refined interior with
the available M Sport Package, which offers trims from aluminum to wood and contrast
dashboard stitching. Enhance the athleticism of your e with the available M Sport Package,
which comes with the M Sport Steering wheel and exclusive trims. Your daily drive,
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by. Enter a valid ZIP Code. Enter a valid dealer. Map View. See List Results. No results found
within miles. Closest to you:. No local results found. A new primary dealer has been selected.
The 5 Gallery. Build Your Own. Shop Inventory. Test Drive. There's a 5 Series Sedan for every
kind of driver, from the performance-obsessed to the environmentally conscious. Evocative
design is evident everywhere on the Mi xDrive, even down to the 3D rear taillights.

